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In your letter of the 28th you auk for an. "uninhibited critique." I hope you 
meant it because I think you will not like what honesty requires of me. 

Firut of alarm' your sources tun, from what i read you don't know enough to 
even think of beginning to write a serious book. Using Buchanan and liarrs as sources 
reflects the fact that you do not know enough about fact to make responsible judgements. Include l'rof. Katz, too. His is a very crappy book and he flaunts his ignor.mmo in it 
wale puffing himself u2 largely by trying to put others down. 

karite aside from the absence of too many book, not all good boalm by any means, 
from your bibliography, there is a simply enormous amount of documentation now available 
and not a few Freedom of Information lawsuits which do have inforeation about what you 
are writing about. You do not even know this material eAsts. So, what kind of position 
are you in writing without lolowledge of what is available? In the Archives there is a 
collection that takes up more than 200 cubic feet. I don't know all that has been brought 
to light by FULL litigation but I have about a third of a million pages. 

I've read enough to laws that I'll waste my tine in reading more. I'll come to 
what I road. In your letter you say Groden hasn't caawered you. He is a good friend of 
mine and he never answers my letters, either. He just doesn't. 

Ifl the right tail light was not workina, I was not aware of it. I also can't see 
what difference that could have made. However, ki.owing how the car was cared for and 
inspected, I'd be quite surprised to learn that it wasn't working. 

L.don't know what you can find out about the linousihe except from the disclosed 
records and frankly, I think your interest in it of all things indicates you are chasing 
wild geese. I do not know if the Commission or the Archives had a separate file on it but 
you can write the archives and ask it. 

. Your chart on page one is incomplete and I think also inaccurate. You go to all 
that trouble and omit the trees? You omit part of the TSBD building? and you include es 
built the post office building that was under co_Istruction, leading people to think that 
is the Cent-•a1 Annex building of that time, dhich was in the 200 block of S. ilouston, with 
a railroad siding that is material in the pout—assassination literature and inquiries and 
had a special relevance that day. 

You also say on this page that "The best of these studio-s" 	-.1;homp:on'e and Kurtz's. 
This leads nn.: to urge you to stop ana not waste any more money, time and hope. What you say 
of Thompson's work was never true of it and even if it had been by how it is terribly, 
terribly dated. Kurtz's egotripping is lousy, inaccurate, ignorant and also dated. And he 
knows so little he actually ale the limousine was higher than the TSBD steps. You can't 
be very pefoeptive not to have picked that boner up. But the judgemlit you reflect in 
this leads me to believe that no matter how bright you may be in other fields, you are 
not really suited to airious ,ork in this field. 

On page two you say that '''hompeon "places" a gunman on the roof of the Courts 
building and that this is supported by "edidence discovered later." Thompson did not 
"place" anyone there. he conjectured there was a gunman there and I am entirely unaward of 
any kind of DIRIA43_ support for it. You cannot support your words, that "evidence" nup;Jorts 
this. There is no such evidence. There are, of course, countless frivolous and irrespon-
sible theories, byt they are not evideNce. 

Not knowing you areereferring to huts, you next say that "others have concluded 
,that the shot to the front of th,e ilreaident's throat vies fired froe_the_tri le underpass. IoU say "underpass." What4is triple is the overpass. There were not .riplad 
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roadways under the three bridges. 
Later on thin page you say, "1,:y goal was to derive a logical pattern hoax in the scientific data that .:ould pinpoint...." What scientific data are you talking about? Buchanan's? Marry? Kurtz's? The. Uommissiono? The BSCa's? (not in your biblio.) You've not got even the remotest notion of what scientific data there is that you can have aceesn to or even what th, areas of the testing ,ere. You merely assuae that what yte know about is all there is. It ianit. You also aspen.: that there was a defi-nitive examination of all that needed examiang and that you've seen all of it. None of this is true. 

Whore I stopped and was certain that going any farther is a waste of time is page 3: "still, the origin of tilt throat wound can be pinpointed by combining the timing data of the Zapruder gilm, logical doducJion, the autopsy findings, medical observations and, finally, Photogrammetry." I'm certai:, you m.,:11 this and are quite :sincere in it but the plain and simple truth in that it is utter nonsense. I'm going into all the detail possible but sup)ose the Pm ddent was first shot at, say, Z Frame 188, how will you be able to establish that? Ur, when the car was obscured trot: the camera by the road sign, whether that shot was when it was first obscured or tolli.d the end of the till it was? How in the world can you oiit the position of the body, which you don't mention, and how can you know for the tine the canora could not pick it up? 
Being concerned, ,.ainting to dolisonethinc, are conmendalo things. But evolving a work of fiction, empecially if you could get it published, which t do not believe you could, would only mislead those many conecnned am.xicans who do care. 
I do not intend to offend you. I'm trying to be helpful to you. Thin is an enor-mously coupLieated business, ttth an enormous amount of mininformation and disinforma-tion to mislead and deceive you, and as you aymrently do not realize, was never really investigated officihlly. The crinu itself, I mean, was never really officially investi-gated. The Ria and the Comuisaion wanted to make the preconception appear to be reasonable. Neither ever really investigated the crime itself. 
In reading and correcting this I note you quote what you regard as authorities as saying that a shot came from the bridge. How can that possibly be when there were about A dozen Xtople there plus a conpbe of cops? Plus Lied knows how many oeople who could have seen a shooter frou where they were elsewhere. 
I regret the need to discourage you but you asked no to be forthright and I am. 

Sincerely, 

Ate; 
Harold ;.eisberg 


